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Abstract
The design of passive lysimeters or wetting front detectors determines the tensions at which they collect a water sample
from an unsaturated soil. When deployed in the field to help manage irrigation, it is necessary to know the minimum flux
of water that can be sampled by a passive lysimeter and how this relates to the drainage flux at field capacity. This requires
a good estimate of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity characteristic, K(h), in the wet range (< 10 kPa). We compared
various field, laboratory and theoretical approaches for obtaining the K(h) function and compared these to a reference K(h)
function derived by applying inverse modelling approaches to field drainage experimental data. The Van Genuchten model
and three of the pedotransfer models produced K(h) functions with a root mean square error of less than 5% compared to
the reference, and appear to be simple methods of obtaining a reasonable estimate of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity.
However, despite the goodness of fit, there can be a 10-fold difference in conductivity at a given tension < 10 kPa estimated
from the different methods. Moreover, water content at field capacity depends entirely on whether field capacity is defined
as time elapsed after saturation, a set tension or a minimum flux.

Keywords: inverse modelling, instantaneous profile method, pedotransfer functions, wetting front detector,
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Introduction
Irrigation is usually scheduled by measuring or predicting a soil
water deficit. Another way to conceptualise the irrigation decision is to cease irrigation when the infiltrating water reaches a
set depth in the soil (Zur et al., 1994; Stirzaker, 2003). Stirzaker
and Hutchinson (2005) demonstrated the success of using a
funnel-shaped wetting front detector (WFD) to irrigate grass by
automatically switching off the sprinklers when the infiltrating
water reached a depth of 15 cm.
The WFD used in the above study is essentially a passive
lysimeter, i.e., it collects a water sample from an unsaturated
medium by distorting the downward flow of water. Yet the limitations of passive lysimetry are well documented in the literature, in particular their failure to collect a sample when the flux
is low (Gee et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2002). In the same way, some
water could drain past a WFD without a water sample being
collected, and therefore give the irrigator incorrect feedback.
If a passive lysimeter or WFD were used to control irrigation, then it would be useful to be able to collect a water sample
over the range from saturation to field capacity, since field
capacity is usually accepted as the maximum soil storage with
negligible drainage. However, field capacity has no universal definition. It is commonly defined in the field as the water
remaining in a soil after 48 or 72 h of free drainage following
saturation (Soil Science Society of America, 1997). Others
have defined field capacity as the time when the water flux falls
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below 0.1 mm/day (Stegman et al., 1980) or when the absolute
change in volumetric soil water content is 0.1 to 0.2% per day
(Ratliff et al., 1983), or as a particular soil tension (Romano and
Santini, 2002).
The design of a passive lysimeter or WFD determines the
soil tension at which it can collect a water sample, which for
practical purposes ranges between 3 and 10 kPa (Hutchinson
and Bond 2001; Gee et al., 2002; Weihermüller et al., 2007;
Stirzaker, 2008). Given the various definitions of field capacity,
and the fact that it is highly dependent on soil type (Romano
and Santini, 2002), reliable methods of predicting the drainage flux within the 0-10 kPa range of soil tensions would help
to choose among various designs of wetting front detectors.
However, the relationship between drainage rate and tension is
notoriously difficult to determine, since different field, laboratory and theoretical approaches can give very different results
(Jones and Wagnet, 1984; Comegna, et al., 1996; Poulsen et al.,
2002).
The instantaneous profile method (IPM) has been widely
used to determine the hydraulic conductivity as a function of
tension, K(h), in the field (Watson, 1966; Hillel et al., 1972;
Reichardt et al., 1998) but can result in large errors, particularly
at the wet end of the range (Fluhler et al., 1976; Reichardt et
al., 1998). Results can be improved by using inverse modelling
approaches. Inverse modelling uses the equations governing
unsaturated flow to determine soil parameters by minimising
the differences between model predictions and observed data,
and is believed to give the best estimate of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (Fristerle and Faybishenko, 1999; Zhang et al.,
2003).
A disadvantage of the field IPM and inverse methods is the
considerable time and cost they incur in comparison to laboratory tests. The laboratory procedure of Bruce and Klute (1956)
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is a rapid method for estimating the soil water diffusivity function, D(θ) or the hydraulic conductivity K(h) if water retention
data are available. The original method has subsequently been
improved by several groups (Clothier et al., 1983; Tyner and
Brown, 2004; Prevedello et al., 2008). However, it is difficult
to establish steady or transient-state flow conditions under
laboratory conditions and the method does not fully represent
actual field conditions (Nandagiri and Prasad, 1996).
Given the problems associated with field and laboratory
techniques, the use of theoretical approaches has become common. Methods for estimating K(h) functions have been derived
from water retention models (Brooks-Corey, 1964; Campbell,
1974; Van Genuchten, 1980) combined with capillary models
(Burdine, 1953; Mualem, 1976). These methods predict unsaturated hydraulic conductivity from easily measurable water
retention data or basic soil properties such as texture and bulk
density.
This paper compares the field IPM method, the laboratory Bruce-Klute method and theoretical models to estimate
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity between tensions of 0
and 10 kPa on a Hutton soil type (Soil Classification Working
Group, 1991). The application is two-fold. First, we need a way
to choose between designs of wetting front detector that could
collect a water sample passively at 3, 6 and 9 kPa (Stirzaker et
al., 2010). Second, we need to know the simplest method for
getting a reasonable estimate of conductivity in the wet range
to estimate the fluxes associated with each sensitivity level.

Materials and methods
This paper is structured according to a detailed flow diagram
shown in Appendix 1 (Fig. 5) and the list of symbols and
equations used in manipulating the data are summarised in
Appendix 2 (Table 6, Table 7).
Soil data measurements
In-situ drainage experiment
An in-situ drainage experiment was conducted on a 250 x
200 cm levelled plot, located at the University of Pretoria
Experimental Farm, Hatfield, South Africa (25o 45’S, 28o 16’E
and altitude 1 370 m). Particle size distribution, bulk density
and volumetric water content at a tension value of 33 kPa,
θ33kPa, of the site are described in Table 1. The vertical sides of
the drainage plot were hydrologically isolated from other plots
by fibre cement sheets to a depth of 120 cm to prevent lateral
water flow. The plot was ponded by applying water in excess
of the infiltration rate for about 10 hours until the tensiometer
installed at a depth of 90 cm below the soil surface read close
to saturation. The surface of the drainage plot was then covered
with a plastic sheet to prevent evaporation losses.
Water content was monitored daily to a depth of 120 cm
using a site-calibrated neutron probe with a standard error of
less than 0.03 cm3/cm3, which is within the acceptable tolerance
range (Hignett and Evett, 2002). Tension was recorded with

Soilspec tensiometers (SoilSpec Tensiometer System, Model
SST101G, NH & TS Electronics, Australia) connected to a
HOBO logger (Onset Computer Corporation, MA02532, USA)
at 15-min intervals to an accuracy of within ± 0.1 kPa at 30, 60
and 90 cm depths. The drainage measurements were monitored
for a total period of 16 days.
Sample preparation and laboratory measurements
On completion of the drainage measurements, disturbed soil
samples were obtained for various laboratory tests at depths of
30, 60 and 90 cm. The samples were air-dried and ground to
pass a 2 mm sieve. Particle size distribution (PSD) and textural
class were determined using the hydrometer method and USDA
textural classification, respectively. Dry bulk density (BD) was
determined from the core sampler volume (80.5 mm diameter,
105 mm long) and the dry mass of the sampled soil. The θ33kPa
was determined from the water retention characteristics of each
soil depth.
Water retention characteristics
The drying soil-water retention curve was determined using
a multi-step controlled outflow method. Soil samples were
packed (metal ring 54 mm diameter and 30 mm height) at field
bulk density to measure the water retention characteristics
between 0 and 100 kPa tension (Lorentz et al., 2001). When
the equilibrium condition for the highest tension applied was
obtained, the soil was removed and the final water content of
the soil measured by oven drying. This final water content,
together with the previous changes in water volume, was used
to back-calculate the water contents corresponding to the different tensions.
Saturated hydraulic conductivity
Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) was determined on
packed soil columns using a constant-head permeameter. This
method applies Darcy’s principle to a saturated soil tube of
uniform cross-sectional area (Klute, 1965). The tubes (60 mm
diameter and 300 mm height) were packed at bulk densities,
which varied on average by < 10% of the field bulk density
(Table 1). The hydraulic head difference between 2 permea
meter ports and the flux measurements from the tube was used
to calculate Ks.
Rosetta Pedotransfer Function
A pedotransfer function provides an estimate of the relationship between the soil hydraulic properties and basic soil properties. The Rosetta Pedotransfer Function (PTF) (Schaap et al.,
1998; 2001) is a user-friendly computer program that facilitates
the use of PTF models to predict soil hydraulic parameters
that include residual volumetric water content (θr), saturated
volumetric water content (θs), air entry parameter (α), pore
size distribution parameter (n) and K s from basic soil data and
θ33kPa. The analyses using Rosetta were performed by entering a combination of predictors based on the level of available
information through a text input file for each soil sample.

Table 1
Basic soil data and θ 33kPa at 3 soil depths
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Particle size distribution (%)

Depth (cm)

Sand

Silt

Clay

30
60
90

79.0
60.5
60.0

6.0
5.0
15.0

15.0
34.5
25.0

BD (Mg/m3)

θ 33kPa

Texture

1.674
1.475
1.412

0.127
0.209
0.246

Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay loam
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These predictors include 4 levels: (i) Textural class, (ii) %Sand,
%Silt, %Clay (SSC), (iii) SSC+Bulk Density (BD), and (iv)
SSC+BD+θ33kPa. Outputs from the Rosetta program include
θr, θs, α, n and Ks.
Bruce-Klute test
A Bruce-Klute imbibition test was performed on a uniformlypacked horizontal tube of soil comprising 10 transparent cells
(each cell 20 mm long and 25 mm diameter). Packing was done
by compacting 4.0 cm layers with a 20 mm diameter-tamping
rod and loosening the soil surface between packing. Dry bulk
density was calculated from the tube volume and the dry mass
of the packed soil. Porosity was calculated from the dry bulk
density of the packed soil and the assumed soil particle density
of 2.65 Mg/m3.
The inlet chamber on one end of the tube was connected
to the supply flask to establish a zero tension at the centre of
the sample. An instantaneous supply of water was applied to
the tube from a funnel with an immediate shift to the supply
flask as soon as the inlet chamber was filled. The starting time
was recorded and the advance of the wetting front observed.
The source of water was removed as soon as the wetting front
reached the second-last ring and the time was recorded. All the
cell rings were quickly sectioned and placed into separate aluminium weighing pans and wet and oven-dry mass were taken
in order to determine the water content of each sample.
Data analysis
The instantaneous profile method (IPM)
The measured variables from the field trial were used to obtain
hydraulic conductivity as a function of water content or tension using the IPM procedures presented by Reichardt et al.
(1998) and the equations presented in Appendix 2. The water
content profile, θ(z, t) was smoothed with respect to time for
each depth using Eq. (4). A finite difference over a given depth
interval was applied to estimate the soil water flux density
using Eq. (5). The total hydraulic gradient at 75 cm depth was
obtained by dividing the difference in hydraulic heads at depths
60 and 90 cm by the vertical distance between these 2 depths
using Eq. (6). Finally, the hydraulic conductivity at 75 cm was
determined as the ratio of water flux density, Eq. (5), and total
hydraulic gradient, Eq. (6).
The in-situ inverse model
Hydraulic properties were modelled using an inverse parameter
estimation process using the HYDRUS-2D model (Šimůnek et
al., 1999) that solves the Richards’ equation for 2-dimensional
vertical flow using the Van Genuchten (1980) - Mualem (1976)
hydraulic model. The profile was divided into 4 soil depth
intervals (0-41 cm, 41-77 cm, 77-118 cm and 118-150 cm).
The pore connectivity parameter (l) was set to 0.5, and initial
estimates of residual and saturated water contents were entered
in the data sheet for inverse solution of each depth interval to
optimise the 3 soil parameters (n, α and Ks). These parameters
were optimised simultaneously for each soil layer.
Four observation nodes at depths of 30, 60, 75 and 90
cm were configured within the flow domain of the profile to
simulate the in-situ drainage data. The simulation had no-flow
boundary conditions at the soil surface and vertical sides of
the profile and a free drainage condition at the bottom of the
profile. The initial conditions of each soil depth were set to
the in-situ tension values observed at the start of the drainage
experiment in the field. The in-situ time series water content
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and tension data for each observation node at depths 30, 60 and
90 cm and the water content at 75 cm depth were entered into
the data sheet for inverse solution in HYDRUS-2D to perform
inverse parameter estimation.
The in-situ water contents were lower than those obtained
with a multi-step controlled outflow method for similar tension values (data not shown) due to air entrapment during
field saturation of the profile (Reynolds and Elrick, 2002).
Therefore, the in-situ water contents determined at 30, 60 and
90 cm depths were adjusted to coincide with the corresponding
outflow cell retention data. Since there was no retention data at
75 cm, the in-situ water content for this depth was adjusted to
the retention data measured at 90 cm below the soil surface.
A draining profile was simulated in HYDRUS-1D using the
soil hydraulic properties obtained from the various methods
described above. The profile was initially set to 1 kPa tension
with a zero flux upper boundary and a free drainage lower
boundary condition. Water flow was simulated over a period of
16 days in (i) a uniform soil profile (150 cm depth) described
by soil parameters determined at 60 cm depth using the inverse
method to explore various definitions of field capacity and (ii)
a 2-layered soil profile (0-30 cm and 30-150 cm layers) using
field- and laboratory-derived soil parameters to determine the
flux at tensions of 3, 6 and 9 kPa at a depth of 60 cm.
Bruce-Klute test
The soil water content profiles were transformed into a
Boltzmann variable λ(θ) by dividing the original data by the
square root of time. The primary data set of λ(θ) was then fitted
with an appropriate function using Eq. (12) and the parameter p in Eq. (14) was obtained during this fitting procedure.
The sorptivity, S, in Eq. (14) was calculated as the area under
the fitted curve using Eq. (13). The diffusivity function, D(θ)
was then determined using the analytical form suggested by
Clothier et al. (1983), Eq. (14). This D(θ) function, combined
with the outflow data, estimated the hydraulic conductivity as
a function of water content, K(θ), Eq. (15). Tension equivalent
of the water contents in the K(θ) function were estimated using
Eq. (1) to describe the hydraulic conductivity as a function of
tension, K(h).
Theoretical methods
The soil parameters estimated from water retention characteristics and the measured Ks for each soil depth were used
to predict the K(h) function using Van Genuchten-Mualem
(VGM), Eq. (2), Brooks and Corey-Burdine (BCB), Eq. (10)
and Campbell, Eq. (8) models. In addition, outputs from the
Rosetta program (θr, θs, n, α and Ks) were used to predict the
K(h) function using the VGM model, Eq. (2).
Evaluation procedures
Prediction accuracies of hydraulic conductivities determined
based on IPM, Bruce-Klute and theoretical methods were
evaluated with respect to the in-situ inverse analysis of the
drainage data. The root mean square error (RMSE) presented
in Eq. (16) was used to calculate the prediction accuracy of the
different methods (Poulsen et al., 2002).

Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the time series simulated and measured tension
and water content data for the field drainage experiment. The
simulated tensions and water contents were produced using the
VGM hydraulic model.
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Figure 1
Comparisons between observed (data points) and inverse
simulated (lines) tensions (a) and water contents (b) determined
at different observation nodes

The soil parameters obtained using the VGM model reproduced the measured data well at depths of 60 and 90 cm but
not as well at 30 cm (Fig. 1a, b). The model also reproduced
the measured water content well at 75 cm (Fig. 1b). The deviations at 30 cm are possibly due to the effect of diurnal surface
temperature fluctuations on the performance of the tensiometer
(Sisson et al., 2002). The measured water contents also tended
to be lower than the simulations, especially in the surface
soil where the neutron probe is known to be less accurate.
Similar analyses were performed using the BCB and Campbell

hydraulic models, which performed adequately at most depths,
but not as well as the VGM model overall (Table 2).
The simultaneous use of water content and tension data in
the optimisation procedure produced unique parameter estimates (α, n, and K s), as judged by a low correlation matrix, i.e.
R2 < 0.95, between optimised parameters, consistent with the
findings of Zhang et al. (2003). The parameters obtained by
inverse modelling of the drainage data at pre-selected depths
(60, 75 and 90 cm), are therefore considered as reference values
against which the other methods are compared (Table 3).
The field-based IPM method produced a K(h) curve slightly
below the inverse reference (Fig. 2a). The VGM approach
appeared to give the closest fit of the various laboratory-based
methods (Fig. 2b). The Campbell and BCB methods overestimated Ks values in the wettest part of the range, consistent with
the findings by Poulsen et al. (2002), that multi-modal pore-size
distribution models are required to predict the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity of undisturbed soils.
The various pedotransfer models gave K(h) curves that fell
above and below the reference inverse method. PTF1 (textural
class), PTF2 (SSC%) and PTF3 (SSC%+BD) were clearly superior to the PTF4 model, which included θ33kPa (Fig. 2c). The poor
fit of the PTF4 model is most likely due to underestimation of the
field capacity of the soil, i.e. water content at a tension value of
33 kPa was too dry to represent the field capacity of this soil.
The performance of the field, laboratory and theoretical
approaches were examined statistically by comparing their
results with the inverse method (Table 4). This analysis shows
that the VGM model and IPM field method predicted the reference K(h) with lowest error. Three of the four pedotransfer
models also displayed good prediction accuracy, followed by
the Bruce-Klute test. The Campbell and BCB models showed
considerable deviation from the inverse K(h) results over the 0
to 10 kPa range. Given the small amount of input data required
for the VGM model and the pedotransfer functions, these methods would seem an acceptable substitute for the more laborious
field IPM and inverse approaches.
Despite the apparent suitability of the simpler K(h) methods, there remain 2 dilemmas when it comes to choosing the
sensitivity of a wetting front detector. The first dilemma is the
difficulty in choosing a value for field capacity. Figure 3 uses
the HYDRUS model and the hydraulic parameters from the

Table 2
R 2 values of correlations between measured and simulated tensions and water
contents, using different models
Depth (cm)

30
60
75
90

Campbell

Van Genuchten

Brooks-Corey

Tension

Water
content

Tension

Water
content

Tension

Water
content

0.37
0.94
0.95

0.89
0.94
0.87
0.83

0.91
0.96
0.97

0.88
0.97
0.97
0.97

0.93
0.59
0.95

0.78
0.95
0.87
0.82

Table 3
Parameter estimates obtained with 95% confidence limits using the inverse
method (VGM hydraulic model) at 4 observation nodes
Depth (cm)

30
60
75
90

70

θr

0.00
0.05
0.05
0.05

θs

0.366
0.462
0.485
0.485

α (cm-1)

n

0.038
0.014
0.014
0.025

1.63
1.61
1.61
1.48

Ks (cm/h)

180.00
0.304
0.304
0.532

l

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
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Inverse

IPM

VGM

BCB

Campbell

Inverse
Bruce-Klute

PTF4
PTF1

Inverse

PTF3

PTF2

Figure 2
Evaluation of hydraulic conductivity functions compared to
the inverse reference estimated for the field IPM method at
75 cm (a), the laboratory-based methods at 60 cm (b) and the
pedotransfer models at 60 cm depth (c)

inverse data at 60 cm depth to show a time-series of tension,
water content and flux. Two days after the start of drainage
at a depth of 30 cm the tension was 5 kPa, the absolute water
content change 1.8% per day and the flux 0.02 cm/h. The corresponding values at 90 cm depth were 3 kPa, 1.3% per day and
0.05 cm/h. Even 4 days after the start of the simulation, the
drainage flux was 0.03 cm/h. These values show that none of
the field capacity definitions had been reached.
The second dilemma relates to the large variability
between the various K(h) estimation methods in the wet range

Figure 3
A time series of tension (a), water content (b) and water flux (c) at
different observation nodes simulated using HYDRUS-1D model
based on a uniform soil profile assumption described with soil
parameters determined at 60 cm depth using inverse method

(Table 5). Predicted hydraulic conductivity values are shown
for the 3, 6 and 9 kPa sensitivity level of wetting front detector used by Stirzaker et al. (2010). There is, for example, a

Table 4
RMSE values of the different models of estimating K(h) as calculated by Eq. (3.16)
Depth (cm)

60
75

Methods
VGM

BCB

Campbell

PTF1

PTF2

PTF3

PTF4

Bruce-Klute

IPM

0.01
-

0.46
-

0.28
-

0.04
-

0.03
-

0.02
-

0.45
-

0.07
-

0.02
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Table 5
Hydraulic conductivity (K) at 3 pre-selected tensions
estimated by the various methods for the 60 cm soil depth
Hydraulic conductivity (cm/h)
at 3 tension values (kPa)

Method/Model
3

6

9

0.061

0.020

0.008

0.074
0.485
1.197
0.145

0.016
0.065
0.034
0.066

0.005
0.020
0.001
0.036

0.128
0.012
0.053
0.322

0.059
0.004
0.022
0.050

0.031
0.002
0.012
0.014

0.38(0.126)
137

0.02(0.008)
62

0.01(0.004)
87

Field measurement

Inverse
Lab measurements

VGM
Campbell
BCB
Bruce-Klute
Pedotransfer

PTF1
PTF2
PTF3
PTF4
SD (SE)
CV (%)

A. Measurements
Neutron probe measured θ(t) &
tensiometer measured h(t)
during in-situ drainage
experiment at depths 30, 60 &
90 cm.

Figure 4
Water flux versus tension at 60 cm depth simulated using
HYDRUS-1D model in a 2-layered soil profile setting specified
using soil parameters derived from field and laboratory
measurements and default values

B. Data analysis
Inverse analysis of θ(t) & h(t)
using HYDRUS-2D model to
derive optimal soil parameters
using theoretical methods (Van
Genuchten, Brooks-Corey,
Campbell).

C. Results
Select a theoretical method that
best simulates the observed
variable at 30, 60, 75 & 90 cm
depths. Use the optimal soil
parameters to estimate reference
K(h) function.

D. Comparisons
Compare K(h) at 75 cm depth
derived with inverse method
against the IPM value at the same
depth.

Instantaneous profile method
(IPM) analysis of θ(t) & h(t)
profiles using Eqs. (4), (5), & (6)
to derive K(h) directly at 75 cm
depth.

Figure 5
A flow chart
describing
the processes
involved in
estimating the
unsaturated
hydraulic
conductivity
of in-situ and
disturbed
soil samples
using selected
methods

θ(h) measured using controlled
outflow cells on disturbed soil
samples from 30, 60 & 90 cm
depths.

Spreadsheet analysis using Eqs.
(1), (7), & (9) on θ(h) data to
estimate retention parameters.

Flux and hydraulic gradient
measured using constant head
permeameter method on
disturbed soil samples from 30,
60 & 90 cm depths.

Darcy equation to calculate
saturated hydraulic
conductivity, KS.

Textural distribution with
hydrometer method (disturbed
sample) and bulk density with core
sampler obtained on samples from
30, 60 & 90 cm depths.

θ(t) data obtained using BruceKlute tests on disturbed soil
samples from 30, 60 & 90 cm
depths.
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Rosetta pedotransfer analysis at
four levels of inputs: texture, SSC,
SSCBD & SSCBD+θ(330 cm) to
predict soil hydraulic parameters.

Analysis of Bruce-Klute data
using Eqs. (12), (13), & (14) to
determine D(θ).

Use retention parameters and KS
on the theoretical methods (2),
(8) & (10) to predict K(h) at
depths 30, 60 & 90 cm.

Compare K(h) determined at 60
cm depth using inverse analysis
with those determined using
theoretical and laboratory
methods for the same depth.

Use Eq. (2) to derive K(h) at 30,
60 & 90 cm depths.

Use Eqs. (1) & (15) to derive
K(h) at 60 & 90 cm depths.
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coefficient of variability of 137% at a tension value of 3 kPa.
The point is further illustrated in Fig. 4 where a 2-layer draining profile is simulated in the HYDRUS model using (i) the
field hydraulic properties derived from the inverse method,
(ii) the laboratory parameters derived using the Van Genuchten
approach, and (iii) default hydraulic properties from the
HYDRUS model based on soil texture. In this case the field
and laboratory values show a 4-fold higher simulated drainage
than that obtained using the model default properties based on
texture.
This confirms other experimental observations reported by
Reichardt et al. (1998), Jones and Wagnet (1984) and Fluhler
et al. (1976). Even among methods that show low RMSE, there
can be a large difference in conductivity at a given tension.
This means that there will always be considerable uncertainty
in specifying the minimum flux of water that could be detected
by various designs of wetting front detector.

Conclusions
Ideally a wetting front detector would be able to collect a
water sample from a draining profile until field capacity was
reached. In practice, field capacity is hard to define. Ultimately
the sensitivity of a wetting front detector depends on how it
is going to be used. The less sensitive funnel-shaped version
used by Stirzaker and Hutchinson (2005) is suited to shallower
placements and will record the early stages of redistribution.
The tube-shaped designs used by Hutchinson and Bond (2001)
and Stirzaker (2008), which record much lower fluxes, can be
deployed deeper in the soil profile and would collect a water
sample for many days after saturation.
The evaluation of different methods for determining
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity was based on the assumption that the inverse analysis of the field drainage data provides
a reference K(h) function. The VGM model and three of the
pedotransfer models produced K(h) functions with an RMSE
of less than 5% compared to the reference, and would appear
to be simple methods of obtaining a reasonable estimate of
unsaturated conductivity. However, the hydraulic conductivities estimated by the different methods were highly variable,
particularly at the wetter end of the tension range, so flux calculations are likely to contain large uncertainties.
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Appendix 1
Flow chart describing materials and methods presented in this paper
Table 6
List of symbols and their definitions used in Fig. 5 and Table 7
Symbol

Definition

a, b, AL , BL Empirical constants

Symbol Definition

i

Initial water content

Air entry parameters

o

Water content at the inlet

h(t)

Tension as a function of time

x

Horizontal distance from the inlet

H

Total hydraulic head

dh

m, , b

Fitting parameters

N

nf

Last observation



t,

Time, Boltzmann variable

Θ

Volumetric water content

θ(h)

Water content as a function of tension

θ(t)

Water content as a function of time

Se

Relative saturation

hd , ha

z
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Xi

Slope of water retention data

d

Number of observations
Summation
,

_


X

Observed and mean values respectively

Gravitational or vertical depth co-ordinate measured
positively downward from the soil surface
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Appendix 2
Lists of symbols and definitions and equations
Table 7
Equations used for analysing data
Equation

Se (h)

Number Reference



 ( h)   r
 1   h 
s  r



n m

2

2



3

 o 
 AL ln t  BL

4

Reichardt et al
(1998)

5

Reichardt et al
(1998)

nf

i 1

 dH dz   H

90

 h
  s  
 ha 


Number Reference

for h  hd

 2  3 
Van Genuchten

K  h  K s  Se  
(1980)
Mualem

K (h) K s
(1976)

h75
 t  a ln t  b

Flux density  

Equation


Van Genuchten 
h 
(1980)
 Se  d 

9

Brooks-Corey
(1964)

10

Brooks-Corey
(1964)
Burdine (1953)

11

Bruce-Klute
(1956)

12

Clothier et al.
(1983)


 h
 S 1 for 0  h  h

d
 e

m

1/ m
l 


 K  h  K s * Se * 1  1  Se  




  r
 Se 
s r


1
1
n 1
m 
n


1

AL
z
t

(t )  H 60 (t )
z

1/b

 
 K s   , where 
 2b  3
K
 s 

for
for

h  hd
0  h  hd

0
   i for x  0 and t 





for
x
0
and
t

0

o
   for x 
 and t  0
i


 P 1
 s  r

    

 
  r
 S 1 

s  r
 





p

13

0

S    d
i

6

 1   p1  1  2 p 

D    p( p  1)S 2 
2



2



s
r



7

Campbell (1974)

8

Campbell (1974)

K   

D ( )
dh
d

RMSE 

1
N

nf

 x
i 1

measured

 x predicted 

2

14

Clothier et al.
(1983)

15

Klute (1952)

16

Poulsen et al.
(2002)

1
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